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BOBRD OF TRUSTEES,
TErm nf Dffice Expires in is a a
Rev. R D. Robinson, D. D., . _ Elkhart
John M Miller, Esq.. - - Fort Wayne
Rev F. T. Simpson, - - Muncie
C. S. Smith, M. D., - Fort Wayne
Hon. J. I. Best, - - Waterloo
Term of Office Expires in 1BB4
Hon. John H. Baker, _ _ Goshen
J. I. Metts, M. D.. - - Ossian
Philip Harter, Esq.. - - Fort Wayne
Rev. C. W Lynch. - - Wabash
Henry .3urgess. Esq., - - New Haven
Term nf Dffice Expires in. IBB 5 >
Rev. w S. Birch, . _ Warsaw
Rev. A. E. Mahin, - - Neweastle
Hon. Je sse Arnold, - North Manchester
John W . Hayden, Esq., - Fort Wayne
Mice AEL DlEHL, Esq., Fort Wayne
-
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OFFICERS OF THE BOARD,
Rev. W. S. Btrch, President.
C. S. Smith, M. D., Vice President.
Geo. W. Brackenridge. Secretary.
John M. Mtller, Treasurer.
FFICIAL VISITORS
AppnintEd "by the NnrthErn Indiana CanfErEncE,
Rev. C. II. Brown,
Rev. G. B. Work.
Peru
Leesburo-
BOHRD OF INSTRUCTION,
Rev. W. F. Yocum, A. M.,
President and Teacher of Higher Mathematics.
C. L. Clippinger, A. M.,
Teacher of Natural Sciences.
Spencer R. Smith, A. B.,
Teacher of Latin, Greek and Literature.
John L. Shearer,
Teacher of German.
L. H. Murlin,
Teacher of Elementary Business Course.
C. B. Stemen, M. D.,
Teacher of Physiology.
J. F. Whiteleather,
Teacher of Penmanship.
J. F. KlNSEY,
Vocal Music and Harmony.
Albert Joost,
Teacher of Piano.
Mrs. W. F. Yocum,
Teacher ofPiano and Organ.
Mrs. James Hanchette,
Teacher of Oil Painting.
D. J. Aber,
Assistant in Mathematics.
Col. A. T. Lukens.
Military Tactics.
CHT11L0GUE OF STUDENTS
FROM IIUGUST 30, 1881 TO JUNE 23, 1882,
Graduates, June 22, 1BB2.
ACADEMIC CDNRSE
George W. McCarter,
George C. Stemen,
William H. Turner.
Ida A. Fitch,
Jennie L. Maley,
Florence N. McLauchlin,
Josie M. Metts.
Maude M. Shoemaker, ...
Martha J. Williard.
Pierceton
Fort Wayne
..
Fort Wayne
Huntertown
Roanoke
. ... Areola
... Ossian
... Waterloo
Fort Wayne
NORMAL COURSE
Olive B. Armitage,
Effie Brindley,
Pennville
Etna Green
FDST-ERAEUATE STUDENTS
Charles F. Neuter.
A. Belle Hendry,
,
Wawaka
.
Angola
UNDER GRSDUMTES.
SENIDR ACADEMIC CLASS,
G-entlEniEiL
Arnold, Win.,
Aber, D.J.,
Briggs, A. J,
Brown, Warren H.,
Butler. J. L.,
Clevenger, S. A.,
Dickes, J. S.,
Dough man, N. D.,
Fisk, W. A
Goodyear, J. W.,
Guy, S. A.,-
MeDaniel, J. E..
.,
Mason, Thomas D.,
Eoberts, A. S.,
Snowdon, C. F.,
Wells. Warren D..
Whitley County
Allen
Adams "
Allen "
Allen ' "
Cass "
Mercer Co., Ohio
Allen County
. Kosciusko "
Wells »
Kosciusko "
Kosciusko "
Allen "
..
Adams "
Miami "
Allen "
Ladies,
Barton, Augusta M.
Burgess, Eliza,
Crawford, Jessie C,
Clarke, Annie M.,
Gorrell, Ella,
Grier, Viola,
...
Mossman, Maxie.
Nickey, Khuah,
kSmith, Carrie A.,
Thomas, Ida M..
Allen County
Allen
Champaign Co., 111.
Allen County
... Wells "
St.Joseph Co.,Mich.
Whitley County
Whitley "
Allen County
Allen «
MIDDLE ACADEMIC CLASS,
Gentlemen,
Alexander, E. E.,
Aker, T. D.,
Borden, Harry 1)..
Barva, J. ¥.,
Bailey, II. W
Bauserman, I
Eagy, O. E
Graham, Fred V.,
Hartman, Herbert B.,
Hoover. M. G
Hoover, A. J.,
Heaton, (J. N.,
King, \V. P
Miller, J. M., ;..
Nickey, Alpha,
Pierce', J. B.,
Ransburg, H. G..
Smalley, R. A
Stenien, Ohas. M
Simmons, Abram.
.Simmons. Luther B.,
Stockbridge, Nathaniel
Trevy.C,
Thompson, Geo. E.,
Waldo, AYm..
Wilkie, H. F., ...
Huntington County
... Jay
Allen . "
... Allen "
Whitley "
Allen "
Allen "
... Allen "
Allen
... Elkhart "
Elkhart "
... Allen "
Noble, «
... Wells • "
Whitley "
... Blackford "
Steuben •'
Whitley "
Allen "
... Wells "
Wells -
'
... Allen "
Allen •'
... Whitley "
Jay
... Wells "
Ladies,
Beaber, Ettie.
Bell. Lillie,
Bittenger, Luella,
Cottingham, Emma,
..
Evard, Celia B.,
Emerick, Louise.
Fesler, Mary L., ...
Greene, Gertrude M.,
Gordon, Cora M.,
Harding. Nellie.
Jordan, Hattie,
...
.Morris, Julia M.,
Nin.de, Jennie, ...
Nolan. M. A
Yohn, Lizzie,
...
Allen County
Koseiusko "
Allen •'
Miami ••
... Allen "
Steuben '•
Allen «
Allen
. n. y.
Clinton, Iowa
JUNIOR ACADEMIC AND UNCLASSIFIED
STUDENTS,
Abshire, Charles,
Aker, E. W.,
Anderson, Wilson,
Armitage, Mark S.,
Atha, J. E.,
Allen, George,
Bassett, F. W.,
Bittenger, Frank,
Baker, E. J.,
Bullard, Geo.,
Blake, Louis,
Busking, Charles,
Batten burg, George,
Burns, John,
Busse, Ferdinand,
Benward, E. C,
Byerlin, G.,
Bergman, A.,
Barnett, Myron,
Burke, John W.,
Clay, Samuel B.,
Conklin, Walter,
Chalfant, Frank,
Clark, C. W., ...
Campbell, L. A
Cramer, John,
Cramer, Henry,
Crout, F. H., ...
Cretcher, B. S., ...
Daniels, S. E.,
Dunton, Elmer,
Doswell, Harry,
Dillon, Benj. J., ...
Daugherty, Eddie.
Drake, F. B
Daley, Samuel,
Degan, Frank E.,
Erwin, Orren,
Eurit, Charles M.,
Epples, John,
G-EntlEirLEn,
Elkhart County
Whitley
Allen "
Jay
Paulding Co., Ohio
Allen County
... Adams "
. Allen "
Huntington "
... Wells "
•Van Wert, O.
Marshall County
Allen
... Allen "
Ohio
Kosciusko "
Allen
... Allen "
Allen "
Huntington "
Allen
.
LaGrange "
Allen "
.
Allen "
Kosciusko "
Cass "
... Allen «
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Ecles, P., Allen County
Early. Frank.
Erwin, D. N., "
Evans, Ed.,
Evers, John, "
Punk, James 15 " »
Funk. John ('., "
Fitch, David A..
Fuhrer,. Pred., "
Fehling, Peter
Pehling, F "
Gault, John E Noble "
Gordon, Win. M Marshall "
Gibford, H. W Allen "
Godfrey, J. B Kansas
Glazer, Frank, ... ... Allen County
Ganshorn, G. W Kosciusko ••
Green, M., Allen "
Green, Frank, " "
Heintzelman, John, "
Heilbroner, Lewis J.,
Harris, Edward.
Halsey. I. B Marshall -
Humphrey, Geo.. Allen ."
Henkimus, George, " "
Henkimus, Clement, "
Hamilton, J. A., "
Harter, Ferdinand K„ Cass "
Hamlet, J., Allen "
Hill. A " ' "
Hoopengarner, G. C " "
Hanna, Horace. " "
Harrod, John,
Huling. Kelsey, ... Fulton "
Hindman, J. A.. Allen "
Johnston, U. E ... Fulton '•
Jaxtheimer, A., Allen "
Kinnaman, A. J., Cass "
i Kinnaman, C. E Cass "
King. 0. F., Noble "
Keiser, Andrew, Allen ••
Kciser, Nicholas, '< «
Kramer, John, .. . (i
Kramer, Henry, (c «
Kolle, Dietrich, "
Kell, Arthur " «<
Kollock, J. K., u ((
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Keller, A
Kuhne, Chas.,
Klett, J. A.,
Kuc'her, Theo.,
Lepper, Charles.
Lepper, Henry,
Lewis, Joseph K.,
Liohten waiter, W. M.
Laudenhurg, F..
Lamhert, A.,
Lankenau, Frank.
Lash, E. S.,
Leonard, Ives,
Lehman, J. C,
Makemson, Wm..
McCarter, E. E
Meyer, Carl,
Mason, Melville,
McGinnis, M. W..
Miller, J. E..
Miller. Aug-.,
Miller, A. J..
Mannix. J.,
May, O. T
Mertz, W. J
31iller, W. J
Meyer. L. J
Martin, Ed. H.,
McConnell, Wm. C,
McCurdy, John,
Markin, Albert,
Kiekey, Sammie,
Nicholson, E. B.,
N orris, C. A.,
Niemeyer. Kenry,
Neireiter, H. C, ...
Olds, Chas. L\,
Olds, Frank H.,
...
Offen block, Peter,
Perry, Chas. C,
Paul, Wm
Paul, Chas.,
Paul, A
Peltier, Willie W.,
Peddyeord, J. "W.,
Quidore, Sidney,
Allen County
. Adams
Kosciusko
,
Allen
Adams
Kosciusko
Kosciusko
Allen
LaG-range
Kosciusko
Allen
Rush
Allen
Blackford
"Whitley
Wells
Allen
Cass
Allen
Miami
Allen
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Ransom, Newell.
Razor, A. L.,
Rau, Charles,
Reed, Clement C,
Riling, Meinhart,
Ryal, Charles,
Sage, August,
Sweringen, Budd,
Spitler, Wm
Slater, Wm.,
Swope, B. F.,
Shannon, I). F
Stemen, Albert,
Schmuecli, Max,
Siemon, C. H. W. F.,
Stirling, Allen,
Stenned, A.,
Storm, Jas.,
Stige, Aug.,
Schust, A.,
Stahlhut, J
Shaffer. John.
Sawyer, Morris,
Sawtell, R. H
Schenck,H. B.,
Smith, J. S.,
Sutton, A. E.,
Trenam, Geo. H.,
Trevey, C,
Taylor, Bristol W.,
Taylor, Geo. H.,
Tait, Charles E..
Thorp. Curtis E..
Tilden. C. L
Tilman, J. E.,
Van Gorder, J. G,
Whitehead, Willie,
Winch, S. P.,
Weisell, Ellis,
Weisell, Garris,
Wilkinson, James,
Wolf, Victor,
Weich, Jack,
Wiebke, Henry,
Wver, L. J.,
Waid, J. M.,
Weller, G,
Wilkie, Paul,
Zink, J. W.,
Zollars. Fred. E.,
Allen County
Kosciusko "
Allen "
Blackford "
Allen "
Prussia,
Allen County
Wells
,
Allen
Adams
Noble
Blackford
Allen
Huntington
Allen
Fulton
..
Noble
Allen
Wells
Kosciuski
Allen
-12-
Ladies,
Austin, Lydia,
Andrews, Cora,
Bates, Lucy,
Byall, Daisy,
Coleman, Arviila,
...
Coleman, Addie,
Durnell, Addie,
Douglas, Clara,
...
Deaner, Minnie.
Deaner, Melia.
Ecles, Josie,
...
Eernly, Lillian.
...
Gray, Hattie,'
Halsey, Blanche B.,
Hood, Hattie,
Heilbroner, Hattie,
Harter, Kerie A.,
Jones, Eva,
Jones, May,
Jones, Alice,
Kisling, Ella,
Knight, Ollie,
...
Lewis, Ida L.,
...
McCarter, Luella,
..
Makemson, Alice,
Martin, Clara,
Miller, Mary,
McClure, Mollie,
...
McAlister, Georgia,
McMaken, Lizzie,
Madison, Louise,
Nelson, Eva,
Orr, Hattie,
Ransom, Nellie,
...
Rauseh, Austie,
Shirley, Carrie,
...
Studehaker, Maggie,
Snyder, Edith M.,
Sandenberger, Fred,
Shaffer, Florence,
Shaffer, Mary J.,...
Scott, Mattie,
Stemen, Lizzie C,
Van Buskirk, Nellie.
Weil, Jennie,
Werle, Celia,
Welsch, Cora Bell,
Walker, Phebe,
...
Wells County
Allen '•
Kosciusko "
Marshall "
Allen
Miami "
Ohio
. Ohio
Allen County
.
— Ohio
Allen County
Kosciusko "
Rush "
Kosciusko
...
Allen '"
Michigan
Allen County
Kosciusko
Allen
...
Adams
Kosciusko
.
Allen
Whitley
Allen
Kosciusko
...
Wells
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STUDENTS IN MUSIC,
J. E. Atha. Alice Miller.
Zoe Ayres. Abby Mills.
E. E. Alexander. Wm. Makemson.
I. Bauserman. Eva Morton.
Mrs. Brennetnan. Mollie McClure.
Cora Botkin. Hattie Orr.
Jessie Crawford. Emma Osfall.
Malvern Chalfanl. Essie Parker.
Ina Church. Ora Parks.
Minnie Deaner. Hattie Roberts.
Rose E. Deam. Rosa Rockhill.
Mrs. It. II. Dare. Alice Sheely.
Cinda Duffy. Edith Swan.
J. T. Diekes. Edith Snyder.
Louise Emeriek. Lizzie Stemcn.
Mr. Evilsizer. Flora Shutt.
W. A. Fisk. Mate Studebaker.
Mede Frame. Morris Sawyer.
Mrs. Garry. Emma Teegarden.
Mr. Gilpin. Nellie YanBuskirk.
S. A. Guy. Ella Williard.
Nora Hilliard. Mattie Wood.
Hattie Hood. Cora "Welch.
Blanche Halsey. Mattie Welch.
Mrs. Loman. Ida Westerman.
Clara Martin. Ina Whittenberger.
Flora Miller. Lizzie Yobn.
STUDENTS IN FMNTING,
Miss Cora Andrews, ... ... Allen County
' Luella Bittenger,
' Elizabeth Burgess,
' Louise Emeriek. ...
' Katie Eakin, "
' Ida Fitch
1 Lu Green,
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Master Frank Green,
Mrs. E. A. K. Hackett, .
" J. H. Jacobs,
" L.M.Jones,
" W. H. Joslyn, ...
Miss Lizzie Komp,
Mrs. Milford Lewis,
Miss Jennie Maley, ...
Mrs. Thos. Newham,
" J. D. Olds,
Miss Austie Kausch,
" Nellie. Kansom,
" Maggie Studebaker,
" Kate Stem en,
" Martha Sehnietzer,
" Willie Schultz,
Mrs. J. Q. Stratton,
Miss Lydia Tons,
" Anna Trenam,
" Lizzie Yohn,
" Nellie M. Yocum,
Allen County
Huntington
u
Allen
Adams
Allen
Clinton, Iowa
Allen County
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SUMMERY,
GRADUATES,
Ladies, 9
Gentlemen, 4
13
UNDER GRADUATES,
Senior Class,
Ladies, - 10
Gentlemen, 16
Middle Class,
26
Ladies, - 15
Gentlemen, -
«
27
42
iIimiDr Class,
Ladies, - 48
Gentlemen, _ - 183
231
Music Pupils, - 55
Painting Pupils, - 28
Total, 395
—16-
Tiie Fort Whyne College,
^HIS institution is located at Fort Wayne, Allen Count}', Indiana.
It is under the control and patronage of the North Indiana Con-
ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. The College building
stands on a plat of ground including about three acres, at the
west end of West Wayne street. The location is one of the most
desirable in the city. Fort Wayne has a population of 27,000, and
is a healthful and well regulated city. It is accessible from ten
different directions by railroad. Every winter lecture courses are
sustained and the best talent of the country represented on . the
platform. Musical concerts are frequent, and thus students have
advantages which, in smaller towns, they could not enjoy. The main
College building contains chapel, society halls, music rooms, recita-
tion rooms, laboratory and parlors. The wings afford rooms for
students. About one hundred students can be provided with board-
ing accommodations. Rooms in the houses of citizens who reside
near the College may be obtained at a reasonable figure. An abstract
of the rules regulating the conduct of students will be found further
on.
CDURSE DF STUDY,
The institution does not at present attempt to accomplish a full
collegiate course. Students are carried through the Freshman year
if the}' desire it, otherwise are graduated as academic graduates
when they have completed the preparatory or academic course.
Though the charter conveys the right ofconferring the usual degrees
of American colleges, yet it is thought best at present to do only
academic and preparatory work. As the resources of the institu
tion increase we may be able to enlarge the course of study. Students
pursuing their preparatory studies here will be fitted for any college
which they may choose to enter. Our relations with the Indiana
Asbury University are such that students on completion of their
preparatory studies here will be admitted to the Freshman class of
that institution without further examination.
—17—
ACADEMIC COURSE,
In this course of studythe larger part of the work of the institu-
tion is done. The aim of the Board of Instruction is to afford in
this course a good academic education^ thus fitting those who com-
plete it to engage successfully in the various business enterprises of
life.
JUNIOR ACADEMIC YEAR,
First Tepul,
Arithmetic, Whites Complete, to Percentage.
Geography, Harper's, to South America.
Penmanship, Spencerian System.
Reading, McGuffey's Revised Fifth.
Spelling, Swinton's Word Book, to p. 37.
Secnnd Term,
Arithmetic, White's Complete, to Equation of Accounts.
Geography, Harper's, completed.
Penmanship, Letters and Business Forms.
Reading, McGuffey's Revised Fifth.
Spelling. Swinton's Word-Book, to p. 65.
Third Term,
Arithmetic. White's Complete, to end.
Geography, Houston's Physical.
Grammar, Harvey, to Syntax.
Spelling, Swinton's Word-Book, to p. 119.
Fourth Term,
Arithmetic, Review Class—Topics.
Geography, Houston's Plrysical, completed.
Grammar, Harvey's, Syntax.
Spelling, Swinton's Word-Book, completed.
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MIDDLE ACADEMIC YEAR,
First Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, to Chapter VII.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons.
Physiology, Steele's New Physiology.
Rhetoric, Kellogg's, with Essays.
Seccmd Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, to Chapter XIV.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons.
Physics. Steele's New Physics.
Rhetoric, Kellogg's. with Essays.
Third Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, to Chapter XXI.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons.
Physics, Steele's New Physics, completed.
United States History, Barnes' to Administrations.
Fourth Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, completed.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons, completed.
Zoology, Study of Objects.
United States History , Barnes", completed.
SENIDR ACADEMIC YEAR,
First Term,
Geometry, Wentworth's, Books I. and II.
Latin, Caesar's Commentaries, Book I.
Astronomy, Loomis' Elementar}'.
General History, Swinton's Outlines, to Sec. IV.
Second Term,
Geometry, Wentworth's, Books III., IV. and V.
Latin, Caesar's Commentaries, Books II. and HI,
Chemistry, Steele's New Chemistry.
General History, Swinton's Outlines, completed.
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TliirdTerm,
Geometry, Wentworth's, Books VI., VII., VIII. and IX.
Latin, Cicero's Orations.
Chemistry, (Five weeks) Steele's, completed.
Botany, (Five weeks) Gray's School and Field Book.
English Literature.
Faurth Term,
Arithmetic Reviewed, or Trigonometry.
Latin, Cicero's Orations.
Botany, Gray's School and Field Book.
English Literature.
Note:—German may be substituted for Latin in the whole or any
part of this course.
NORMHL COURSE,
This course of study aims to fit the pupil for successful teach-
ing. The first two years are enough to give the pupil a good
knowledge of the branches required by law to be taught in the com-
mon schools of Indiana. The third year is more strictly professional.
Graduates from this course receive a diploma and easilj' obtain
positions.
JUNIDR NORMAL YEAR,
First Term,
Arithmetic, White's Complete, to Percentage.
Geography, Harper's, to South America.
Penmanship, Spencerian System.
Reading, McGuffey's Revised Fifth.
Spelling, Swinton's Word Book, to page 37.
SEcnnd Term,
Arithmetic, White's Complete, to Equation of Accounts.
Geography, Harper's, completed.
Penmanship, Letters and Business Forms.
Spelling, Swinton's Word Book, to page 65.
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Third Term,
Arithmetic, White's Complete, to end.
Geography, Houston's Physical.
Grammar, Harvey's, to Syntax.
Spelling, Swinton's Word Book, to page 119.
Fourth TGrm,
Arithmetic, Review Class.
Geography, Houston's Physical.
Grammar, Harvey's, Syntax and Analysis.
Spelling, Swinton's Word Book, to end.
MIDDLE NDRMAL YEAR,
First Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, to Chapter VII.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons.
Physiology, Steele's New Physiology.
Rhetoric, Kellogg's, with Essays.
Second Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, to Chapter XIV.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons.
Physics, Steele's New Physics.
Rhetoric, Kellogg's, with Essays.
Third Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, to Chapter XXI.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons.
Physics, Steele's New Physics, completed.
History, Barnes' United States.
Fourth Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, completed.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons, completed.
Zoology, Study of Objects.
History, Barnes' United States.
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SENIDR NDRMAL YEAR,
First Term,
Geometry, Wentworth's, Books I. and II.
Astronomy, Loomis' Elementary.
History, Swinton's Outlines, to Sec. IX.
Mental Philosophy.
Second Term,
Geometry, Wentworth's, Books III., IV. and V.
Chemistry, Steele's New Chemistry.
History, Swinton's Outlines, completed.
History ofEducation.
Third Term,
Geometry, Wentworth's, completed.
Chemistry, (Five weeks) Steele's, completed.
Botany, (Five weeks) Gray's School and Field Book
English Literature.
Methods of Instruction.
Fourth Term,
Arithmetic Reviewed.
Botany, Gray's School and Field Book.
English Literature.
School Management.
PREPURflTORY COURSE.
The design of this course is to prepare students thoroughly' for
admission to the best colleges. The standards for admission are so
various that it is difficult to lay down a course of preparatoiy study
that will be adapted to any large number of colleges. The follow-
ing course, however, is thought to be suitable, with slight modifica-
tions for each case, to prepare for most of the institutions of this sec-
tion of the country :
-22-
JUNIDR PREPARATORY YEAR,
First Term,
Arithmetic, White's Complete, to Percentage.
Geography, Harper's, to South America.
Penmanship, Spencerian System.
Reading, McGuffeys Revised Fifth.
Spellings Swinton's Word-Book, to p. 37.
SEcnnd Term,
Arithmetic, White's Complete, to Equation of Accounts.
Geography, Harper's, completed.
Penmanship, Letters and Business Forms.
Reading, MeGuffey's Revised Fifth.
Spelling, Swinton's Word-Book,' to p. 65.
Third Term,
Arithmetic, White's Complete, completed.
Geography, Houston's Physical.
Grammar, Harvey's English Grammar.
Spelling, Swinton's Word-Book, to p. 119.
Fourth Term,
Arithmetic Reviewed,—Topics.
Geography, Houston's Physical.
Grammar, Harvey's, completed.
Spelling, Swinton's Word-Book, completed.
MIEELE PREPARATORY YEAR,
First Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, to Chapter VII.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons.
Physiology, Steele's New Physiology.
Rhetoric. Kellogg's, with Essays.
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Second TErm,
Algebra, Wentworth's, to Chapter XIAr .
Latin, Jones's Latin Lessons,
Physics, Steele's New Physics.
Rhetoric, Kellogg's, with Essays.
Third Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, to Chapter XXI.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons.
Physics. Steele's New Physics.
History, Barnes' United States.
Fourth Term,
Algebra, Wentworth's, completed.
Latin, Jones' Latin Lessons.
Zoology. Study of Objects.
History. Barnes' United States.
'
SENIDR PREPARATORY YEAR,
First Term,
Geometry, Wentworth's, Books I. and II.
Latin, Caesar's Commentaries, Book I.
Astronomy, Loomis' Elementary.
Greek, White's First Lessons, and Goodwin's Greek Grammar.
Second Term,
Geometry, Wentworth's, Books III., IV. and V.
Latin, Caesar's Commentaries, Books II. and III.
Greek, White's First Lessons, with Grammar.
Mythology, Berens' Hand Book.
Third TErm,
Geometry, Wentworth's, completed.
Latin, Cicero's Orations.
Greek White's First Lessons, with Grammar.
Literature, Quackeubos' Ancient Literature.
Fourth Term,
Latin. Cicero's Orations.
Greek, Anabasis and Grammar.
Literature, Quackenbos' Ancient Literature.
SUB-FRESHMAN YEAR,
Students who have completed either of the foregoing Courses of
Study, and other students whose education is adequate, may select
an additional year's work from the following studies. Classes will
be formed in these studies when a demand arises and such fee will
be charged as may seem reasonable at the time the class is organ-
ized.
German, Standard Authors.
Latin and Greek, usual authors read.
Mathematics, Trigonometry, Surveying, Descriptive Geometry,
Drafting, Analytical Geometry, Calculus.
Science, Analytical Chemistry, Advanced Physiology, Biology.
History, Logic, Psychology, Political Economy, Civil Government.
ELEMENTARY BUSINESS COURSE
Three objects are sought in this course. The first is to prepare
young persons in the shortest possible time to be useful in stores and
shops, as clerks and assistant book-keepers. Man}" men need the
services of their children in their business and wish them to learn
as soon as possible the most necessary things. This course in the
space of one year gives the scholar a good drill on Aiithmetic,
Writing. Spelling, Reading and Book-keeping. It is a school of
three R's in the better sense of the expression.
The second object is to prepare pupils for the more advanced
work of a regular Business College. Many pupils enter the Business
College with minds so immature and with so little education, that
they cannot profit by the course of study there pursued. By taking
this Elementaiy Course first they can at a great saving of time and
money complete the full course of a commercial college afterwards.
The third object is to interest boys in school work. Many experi
enced teachers have observed that the study of book-keeping ad-
mirably serves to arouse the interest of the student. Lads who
have heretofore taken no interest in school become quite enthusi-
astic when the}' begin to "keep books.'' We aim to make the sub-
—25—
ject as attractive as possible by imitating the "actual business'' plan
adopted by all the leading commercial colleges. Money is used.
bank deposits made, drafts accepted and paid, exchange bought
and sold, and all the details of business followed as far as possible.
The work of this course is in four grades and is supposed to oc-
cupy about one year. However, a pupil may advance more rapidly
and complete it in less time. As soon as the work of one .grade is
mastered, the pupil is advanced to the second grade.
On the completion of this course the pupil is prepared for the first
or second year of the Academic course, or, if he wishes to continue
his commercial studies, he is recommended to Lipes and White-
leather's Business College, where he may pursue his studies to
graduation.
ELEMENTARY BUSINESS CDURSE
Division I.
—
Arithmetic,—Rapid work in addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication and division, with operations in common and
decimal fraction.
Geography,—United States, with special reference to the
industrial occupations of the people and the routes of
commercial exchange,—H arper.
Penmanship,—Principles of Spencerian system, with daily
practice.
Reading,—With reference to correct and ready pronun-
ciation of words and the expression of the thought, —
McG-ufley's Revised Fifth.
Spelling,—Swinton's Word-Book, to page 37.
Book- Keeping,—Bryant and Stratton's New Common
School,—Two sets of Single Entry.
Division II. Arithmetic.—Denominate Numbers, Aliquots and Pro-
portion.
Geography,—South America and Africa.
Penmanship,—Letters and Business Forms.
Reading,—Mcduflfey's Revised Fifth.
Spelling,—Swinton's Word-Book, to page 65.
Book-Keeping,—Sets 3 and 4, Single Entry.
Division III.
—
Arithmetic,—Percentage with its application to Gain
and Loss, Commission, Taxes, Insurance and Stocks.
Geography,- -Europe.
Penmanship,—Letters and Business Forms.
Reading,—Newspaper Items.
Spelling,—Word-Book, to page 119.
Book-Keeping,—Sets 1 and 2, Double Entry.
Division IV. Arithmetic,—Interest and Equation of Payments and
accounts.
Geogradhy,—Asia and Oceanica.
Penmanship,—Letters and Business Forms.
Reading,—Travels and Adventures.
Spelling,—Word-Book, completed.
Book-Keeping,—Sets 3 and 4, Double Entry.
BUSINESS COLLEGE
—OF
—
LIFES & WHITELEATHER,
Fnrt Wayne, Indiana,
Thenry Eepartment,
In this department the student is conducted through the most thor-
ough theoretical training which prepares him for the practical'course,
and lays the foundation for inevitable success in business.
TEXT BOOKS USED.
Book-Keeping.—Bryant & Stratton.
Commercial Law,—Carhart.
Business Arithmetic,—Saddler.
Penmanship,—Spencerian Theory of Practice.
Actual Business EepartmEnt,
Here the pupil puts into more actual practical use the knowledge
alread)^ acquired. He passes in succession through the various offi-
ces, such as real estate, insurance, freight, express, commission, &c,
and finally the bank, where he fills all the positions of teller, book-
keeper and cashier. Complete office blanks for all these different
kinds of business are kept, and the nearest possible approach is thus
made to Actual Business.
The outfit for this department is not excelled by any Business Col-
lege in this State. It is confidently believed that all the advantages
of the 1 H'st Commercial Colleges of the west are equaled here.
Writing Department,
This department offers superior advantages for book-keepers, clerks,
correspondents, penmen, teachers and others for acquiring in the
shortest time and most perfect manner a style of writing adapted to
their needs.
In practical writing the course is so perfectly planned that it will
lead pupils into a bold, rapid, legible and graceful style of writing.
To accomplish this pupils are carried through a carefully arranged
series of progressive exercises, producing a wonderful development
of the muscular action, and securing that perfect control of the arm,
hand and lingers which distinguishes the business hand from that of
the school-boy.
Artistic Penmanship,
For all who wish to make a special study of plain and ornamental
penmanship, with a view to teaching, or to those wishing to learn any
particular branch of Pen Art this department offers unsurpassed
advantages. It is arranged so that students can devote the entire
time to the work.
The full course embraces eveiy style of writing, flourishing, draw-
ing, pen texts, pen shading and card writing.
Rates of Tuition Payable in Advance.
business course.
Tuition for term of 12 weeks $20 00
Tuition for term of 24 weeks - - 35 00
Tuition for full Business Course - - 40 00
PENMANSHIP DEPARTMENT.
Practical Penmanship for 4 weeks % 5 00
Ornamental Penmanship for 12 weeks - - - 20 00
Practical and Ornamental, 12 weeks - - - - 15 00
For further information, circulars, specimens, &c, address
LIPES & WHITELEATHER,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
COURSE IN MUSK
In response to numerous demands, the Music Department of Fort
Wayne College has been greatly enlarged. Students who wish to
study music exclusivel}7 will be able to devote their entire time to
this branch under good instructors, and may obtain a thorough ed-
ucation at much less expense than usual at other good schools of
music.
COURSE DF STUDY FDR GRADUATION,
I,—Instrumental Department,
In this department the course will include the following topics:
1. A thorough knowledge of Notation, including all the peculiar-
ities in the writing, phrasing, Angering, abbreviations, etc., of ancient
and modern works for the Piano.
2. Time, including a Systematic Analysis of all Rhythmic forms.
3. Technical Studies; Bertini's, Czerni's, Kohler's, Duvernoy; the
standards in this branch.
4. Reading of Vocal Score; Heller's, Cramer and Clementi.
5. Reading at Sight.
6. Study of Tone, as illustrated in the Playing of Songs without
Words, and in the practice of Phrasing.
7. Accompaniment of Instrumental and Vocal Performance.
8. Concerted Performance of Duets, Trios, Quartets, etc., for vari-
ous Instruments with Piano.
9. Organ. Complete course of lessons on the Reed and Pipe
Organ.
10. Harmony and Composition.
II,—ITncal Department,
1. -Voice Culture, Anatomy of Vocal Organs, use of the Breath,
and the condition of the parts necessary to produce a new tone.
Fundamental Principles of Utterance, &c.
2. Notation and Singing,Intonation and Running Passages,Musical
Expression.
3. Harmony and Composition; Classification of Intervals, Scales,
Concords and Discords, with their Preparation and Resolution, Thor-
ough Bass, Diatonic and Chromatic Harmonics, and Musical form.
4 Piano and Organ instruction enough to enable the learner to
accompany himself or others on an instrument.
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GRADUATION,
The time required for the completion of either of the above courses
of instruction will vary from two to three years, according to the
previous advancement and diligence of the pupil. At the conclu-
sion of the course a diploma will be granted.
CLASSES SUSTAINED,
In the Instrumental Department each pupil ought to apportion
his time as follows:
1. Lesson on Piano, 3 weekly, 45 minutes each.
2. Practice on Piano or Organ, 4 hours daily.
3. Harmony and Composition Lesson, 45 minutes daily.
4. Study ©f Harmony Lesson. 2 hours daily.
5. Study of Musical Literature, 1 hour daily.
In the Vocal Department each student should devote his time to
1. Voice Culture, 45 minutes daily.
2. Notation and Singing Class, 45 minutes daily.
3. Harmony and Composition Class, 45 minutes daily.
4. Study of Harmony, 2 hours daily.
5. Chorus Class in Oratorios, 1 hour twice each week.
6. Musical Literature, 1 hour daily.
OIL PMNTING.
Good advantages are afforded for the study of Oil Painting. Pu-
pils receive instruction for three hours daily. During a term of ten
or eleven weeks each scholar is generally able to finish two or three
creditable paintings, besides being able to carry on the study with-
out further instruction.
REIMRKS on the COURSES OF STUDY,
It is undoubtedly better that a student should pursue his studies
according to some definite plan than that he should study at ran-
dom. There is a mutual interdependence, even in academic studies,
which ought not to be overlooked. It is earnestly advised that pu-
pils should commence at the beginning of one of the foregoing
courses of study and prosecute it consecutively. Still modifications
will be allowed, and individual pupils may make such substitutions
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and changes as are indicated by the judgment or prejudices of their
parents. So long as the pupil does an amount of work equivalent
in its results to the courses here laid down, it will be satisfactory.
An advantage is found in the fact that classes are formed in near-
ly all the common studies every term, and thus students who are
obliged to remain out of school for a term or two can generally, on
returning, take up their studies where they left off.
Nd Examination is Required
before entering. Students are freely advised with reference to their
studies, but strangers are not embarrassed by a formal examination
unless it be requested.
Four, and in some cases five, recitations daily are required of each
pupil. Should any reason exist for diminishing the amount of work,
it will receive due consideration.
Supplementary Reading,
Along with each course of study it is intended that the student
shall pursue a line of reading. The best books are accessible to the
student, and he is urged to become familiar with some of the master-
pieces of English literature.
METHODS_0F STUDY, -
I,—MATHEMATICS,
No strictly primary work in Arithmetic is done. Yet the philos-
ophy of teaching number is discussed in the various classes. The
use of frames and objects; the advantages and disadvantages of the
Grube Method; the best forms of solution for beginners; such sub-
jects receive, particularly in the Normal Course, close attention.
Two errors are common. One teacher neglects reasons and forms
altogether. He is satisfied with results. Pupils under his instruc-
tion learn how, but do not know why. They do not grow to be in-
dependent thinkers. The other teacher expects the child to formu-
late his reason as accurately as a philosopher. Long verbal "expla-
nations and complicated solutions for the blackboard are demanded,
until the thought is lost in the mutiplicity of words used to express it.
To avoid these extremes and to know when to drill for rapid and
accurate results and when to develop reasons and forms of express-
ion constitute the art of the o-ood teacher.
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In the First Grade of the Business Course particular pains will be
taken to produce rapid and accurate computers. Addition is prob-
ably the most important process of Arithmetic for the Book-keeper.
Mistakes in addition cause hours of wearisome toil. If the habit of
adding correctly and rapidly be formed in childhood it will not be
lost in manhood. To secure this end various means are used; such
as the patent adding frame, the number cards, competitive trials,
&c, &c. The same thorough practical drill is maintained through-
out this course.
In the Review Arithmetic Classes more especial attention is given
to the demonstrations of principles, while in intermediate classes the
aim is to combine the hotv and the why judiciously.
Algebra is taught from Wentwortti s Elementary Algebra. This
occupies one year. It is thought that all the Algebra needed is con-
tained in this book. Students who intend to make the stud}' of
mathematics a specialty will be accommodated with classes in Higher
Algebra with some suitable text-book.
Geometry is taught from Wentworth's work. Pupils are in the
proper time provided with drawing instruments for the blackboard
and for desk work and accurate constructions are required. The
class-room in Geometry is not regarded a suitable place to teach
free-hand drawing. Problems for original investigation are given
from time to time.
Trigonometry and Surveying are taught more with reference to
their practical applications than at many schools. In Surveying the
pupil is taken to the field, and with excellent transit, compass and
levelling instruments, he does actual field work. He is also provided
with a drafting board and required to plat surveys and draw profiles,
etc., etc.
The mathematics higher than Trigonometry are not taught unless
especially demanded.
The absurd claim made by some institutions that Geometry, Sur-
veying. Trigonometry, Analytical Geometry, and Calculus can be
mastered in one year in not maintained here. The small modicum
of Geometry and Trigonometry found in ordinary text-books can
not be learned in connection with other studies in less time than is
here occupied.
II,—LANGUAGE S
A,— Latin and Greek,
Latin and Greek are taught according to the methods of the best
American Colleges. Attention is paid to reading at sight from the
first term. The Roman Method of pronunciation in Latin is now
used. Great attention is given to the Grammar. In translation the
scholar is expected to give a literal rendering, but is also encourag-
ed to express the sense of the author in choice smooth English.
B,— German,
To the study of German special attention is given. The practical
benefit derived from a knowledge of this language cannot be over-
estimated. The chief aim is to develop facility in conversation, and
in order to accomplish this the teacher follows the natural method,
using the Grammar only as an aid for more advanced students.
German is spoken in the class thus giving the student an opportunity-
to learn a living language from a living teacher. The same princi-
ple, by which a child learns to speak English, is employed in teach-
ing German. Objects and pictorial illustrations are used to impress
the thoughts, and to lead to a clear understanding of the lessons.
Reading and conversation are taken side by side, thus training the
tongue, the Rye and the ear at the same time. German writing and
composition form a very important part of the work.
Students taking the German course for the Latin will pursue the
following studies:
FIRST YEAR,
First Term,
First German Book, - - - Worman
Second Term,
Second German Book, - - - Worman
Third and Fcnrth Term,
German Echo, ------- Worman
Grammar, - - Worman
SECOND YEAR,.
First Term,
Short selections from German authors.
Literatur Lesebuch, - - - Petermann
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Second Term,
Wilhelm Tell, - Schiller
Llteratur Lesebuch, - Petermann
Third Term,
Minna Yon Barhelm, ._..._ Lessing
Short poetical selections from various authors.
Fourth Term,
Faust. - - - - - Goethe
Sander's Deutsche Grammatik will be used throughout the second
year, and various other exercises taken in connection with the work
of the first.
.Ill, -ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERA-
TURE,
English is taught from Swinton's elementary books, and from
Harvey's Grammar, Kellogg's Rhetoric, and the Standard English
Authors.
In earlier parts of the course more regard is had to the correct use
of language than to technical grammar. Constant practice in writ-
ing and speaking correctly is required. Attention is daily called to
the common errors in language, and a school-critic reports in public
from time to time the mistakes heard.
Analysis of English sentences is considered important. Parsing
all the various constructions of our language occupies a reasonable
time.
English Literature .—This course extends through two terms and
has for its aim the acquainting of the student with the masterpieces
of the English Literature. The method of work is as follows:
Fifteen masterpieces are selected, which shali be representative of
the different periods of the development of the English Literature.
In the course of his studj' of each masterpiece, the student will be
expected to classify the author and his work, to make a study of and
pass judgment upon the diction, style, purpose, thought and feeling
of the author. To make this work more entertaining and to give
the whole class the benefit of individual research, a two hours' meet-
ing is held once a week, during the study of the masterpieces, at
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which time one or more essays are read upon topics assigned at the
beginning of the work. Upon each essay a critique is to be pre-
pared b}r some member of the class, in which the critic is expected
to make a fair criticism of the essayist and his work. Following the
reading of the essays and critiques, the remaining members of the
class are expected to enter into a general discussion of the merits of
the masterpiece under consideration, thus enabling the Instructor to
discover what each student has done and also enlivening the spirit
of investigation by means of the stimulus of discussion.
During each week of the course, there will be three recitations on
the general history of English Literature and one lecture, explana-
toiy of the relations of the various periods of the literature to the
history of the times.
IY,-NATURAL SCIENCES,
Geography.—Maps for the wall, the Fitch Globe,the McVickar Globe,
Foucault's Pendulum, and various other appliances are in constant
use. Physical Geography is illustrated by experiments which show
the principles of Natural Philosophy involved. Books of travel and
specimens of the productions of foreign countries, with drafting
boards and materials for map drawing, form a part of the apparatus
of instruction.
Astronomy is made additionally interesting \s\ the use of a \\ inch
telescope recently made for the College by Alvan Clark & Sons.
Chemistry and Physics are illustrated by all the apparatus requir-
ed. As far as possible the pupils do the work, and to some limited
extent make their own apparatus.
In Chemistry each pupil is provided with a set of apparatus and
a supply of chemicals and is expected to make for himself most of
the experiments named in the text-book.
Zoology and Botany are taught objectively, and according to the
methods used b}- Agassiz, Huxle}' and the modern school. A lab-
oratory is furnished with several microscopes and all the accessories
necessary for successful study.
ERArJUATIDN AND EIPLDMAS,
Graduating exercises are held at the close of the school year, usu-
ally about the 23d of June. Students who have completed either
course of study participate in the commencement exercises and re-
ceive diplomas setting forth the nature and extent of their attain-
ments,
MISCELLANEOUS INF0RMI1T10E
The institution is open to both sexes. (Generally the number of
gentlemen in attendance slightly exceeds that of the ladies. Ladies
who board and room in the College building occupy the north wing
exclusively. Gentlemen occupy the south wing exclusively. The
rules of the institution prohibit gentlemen from visiting ladies in
their rooms, the parlors being open for such visits. Ladies are ex-
pected to be in their rooms during stud}' hours and after the retiring
bell at 10 p. M. The ladies' halls are locked at that hour and the
key is in charge of the Matron or some reliable lady student, where
it can be easily obtained when necessary. The Steward patrols the
building after the retiring bell has rung, for a sufficient length of
time to make sure that no danger from Are exists. Ample provisions
for escape in case of fire are made.
Study hours begin at 8 o'clock A. M., and continue until 12 m.; be-
gin again at 1 :30 p. M., and continue to 4:30; begin at 7 and continue
to 10 p. m. During study hours students are expected to be in their
rooms or in recitation. Visiting during stud}' hours is prohibited.
On Saturday there are no school exercises, but on Saturday evening
study hours are observed as usual.
On Sunday chapel exercises are held at about the usual hour.
Students are requested to observe the day by attending church in
the morning and by quiet and decorous deportment throughout the
day. A social singing service is frequently held at 4 o'clock, and
the Sunday evening prayer meeting is largely attended. Students
who attend church on Sunday evening must be home at the usual
hour for retiring.
LITERARY SOCIETIES,
The Thalonian Literary Society is the oldest society of the insti-
tution, having been organized nearly thirty years ago. Among its
former members are found some of the most prominent citizens in
the city or state. The last annual reunion, June 21st, was an occa-
sion of great interest.
The Philalethean Society was founded in 1878. It has a large
membership and is rapidly increasing in influence.
Each of these societies has an elegantly furnished hall and each
has during the past year purchased a good piano and made many
other commendable improvements.
The Lewellyn Society is of recent organization. This society is
composed more largely of the younger members of the school.
LIBRARY DF REFERENCE,
The library of the institution is not large. Students have access
to the books of the various teachers, and many dictionaries and cy-
clopedias are provided. Zell's Unabridged, Chambers', The British
(as far as published ), Chambers' English Literature, The Dictionary
of Authors, Cyclopedia of Education, and numerous smaller works
of reference are in constant use.
Recitations occupy forty-five minutes each. This time is consid-
ered long enough to accomplish satisfactorily the usual work of a rec-
itation. The classes are small and there is less need for a longer
time in recitation.
READING RDDMS,
The church papers, several secular dailies, many of the best quar-
terlies and monthlies, and occasional pamphlets are on file in the
reading room and students have access to them at all proper hours.
RECDRES, REPORTS, Etc,
In some classes a daily record of standing is kept. In others the
regular monthly examination determines the standing. In all classes
this monthly examination is held. Students are required to be pre-
sent at recitation and absence or tardiness is noted. At the close
of each month a report of standing, punctuality and deportment is
sent to the parents or guardians. At the close of each term all
classes are examined on the work of the term and to each student
whose average work has been, satisfactory a ufiass card'' is given.
Those holding pass cards for all the work of a year will be entitled
to enter the next 3<ear's class.
MILITARY TACTICS,
A military company has been organized and will be continued
through the year. Sixty Springfield rifles with accouterments have
boon furnished by the State and the cadets are drilled in the U. S. In-
fantry tactics by a competent and experienced commandant.
The drill is optional, but when a student has joined the company
he is expected to be prompt and regular on all drills and parades.
The purchase of uniforms is also optional, though it is urgently
requested that all members of the company provide themselves with
the prescribed uniform. This consists of coat, pants and cap, of
dark blue with Indiana regulation buttons. The suit costs only $14
and is serviceable and becoming. Young men contemplating attend-
ing the school are requested to defer purchasing new suits until they
reach the College, when they can order the uniform instead of other
suits. Some of the advantages anticipated from the drill areas fol-
lows, viz:
1.
—7/ affords exercise. Boarding students particularly are liable
to suffer from want of exercise. The change from active employ-
ment to the sedentaiy life of the student deranges the system. The
military drill in a large measure counteracts this.
2.—The drill cultivates good form in standing and walking, and
promotes neatness in dress. Spurgeon says that every theological
seminary ought to have the drill to enable its members to walk with-
out Shuffling, or stooping or stumbling. A manly, erect carriage is
certainly induced by long continued military drill.
3.—It gives occasion for instruction in etiquette. 'The soldier
must be a gentleman, and so many of the conventional forms of so-
ciety are inculcated.
4.—It interests boys in school work.
5.—The chill itself is a valuable thing to know. Every citizen
ought to be versed in the schools of the soldier and the company.
No one can say that we shall not have occasion to defend our gov-
ernment during the next thirty years. Those who learn the drill now
may be more serviceable then, and be able to obtain better positions.
If one must light for his country he would prefer to be a captain
rather than a private.
(i.—The prompt obedience, unflagging attention, and steadiness of
nerve required in executing the orders of the commandant afford a
valuable mental and moral discipline.
GOVERNMENT,
One principle end of school government is to teach the pupil self-
government. With this end in view that S}-stem of espionage, which
is adopted in some institutions, but which is odious to the pupil and
degrading to the teacher, is carefully avoided.
The attempt is constantly made to awaken the conscience of the
students to a strict regard for the rights of others and to a sense of
their dut}T to themselves, to society, and to (lod. Owing to the fact
that a large number of our students are young men and women of
maturity, who value their advantages and make the most of them,
there is very little of the trickery and knavery that is so annoying
in manjT eastern institutions. Were all students endowed with this
high spirit of honor and keen sense of propriety, perhaps no rules
would be needed. The hackneyed rule, "Do Right,''' would suffice.
To aid students in interpreting this rule, and applying it to the rela-
tions of school life, the following Requirements and Prohibitions are
made.
SUMMERY OF REGULATIONS,
THING- S REQUIRE!]
1. Full employment of study hours in study.
9 Prompt attendance on all prescribed exercises.
3. Attendance at church at least on Sunday morning.
4. Cheerful compliance with all temporary prudential rules estab-
lished by the Faculty.
THINGS PROHIBITED,
1 . Visiting immoral places.
> Use of liquors.
3. Use of tobacco on College premises.
4. Playing cards on premises.
5. Dancing on premises.
6. Use of profane or obscene language.
7. Visiting in study hours.
S. Gentlemen visiting ladies' halls, or ladies visiting gentlemen's
halls.
9. Noisy, disorderly or unseemly conduct of any description.
10. Changing furniture from one room to another.
EXPENSES.
Tuition in the Normal Course, Academic Course, or first three
years of the Preparatory Course, $8 per term of ten weeks.
Tuition in Sub-Freshman Year, $15 per term.
Tuition in Music Course as follows:
A ticket to the full Instrumental Course, including 3 lessons
per week on piano or organ. 5 lessons per week in Harmony, 4 hours
daily use of piano or organ, (each practice hour is 45 minutes long,)
will be given for term of 10 weeks for $30.
A ticket to the full Vocal Course, including 5 lessons per week
in Voice Culture, 5 lessons per week in Harmony and Composition,
5 lessons per week in Notation and Elementary Singing, 2 lessons
per week in Chorus Practice and one lesson per week on piano or or-
gan and^one hour's daily use of instrument will cost, per term of 10
weeks, $30.
Students who do not wish to take either of the full courses may se-
lect their studies at the following rates:
Piano or Organ Lessons, per term of 20 lessons, in advance, $10.
Parts of a term or not in advance, 60 cents per lesson.
Harmony and Composition, per term of 50 lessons, $10.
Parts of a term, $1.20 per week.
Voice Culture in class, per term of 50 lessons, in advance, $10.
Private lessons, 50 cents each.
Notation and El. Singing, per term of 50 lessons, $2.50.
Chorus Class, per term of 20 lessons, $2.50.
Children of clergymen will be admitted to classes in the above
branches at three-fourths the regular rates.
Students who settle for music at the close of the term instead of
the beginning will be charged 60 cents per lesson. Students who pa}-
in advance will be entitled to drawback for all lessons not received,
when the fault lies with the institution. Twenty lessons constitute
a full term.
All these classes excepting Harmony, are limited to from three to
four pupils.
All Lectures, Soirees and Concerts are free to pupils of the depart-
ment.
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Tuition in Painting, 50 cents per lesson.
Board, including a furnished room in the College building, costs
about $2.75 per week. The board is plain but wholesome, and costs
just what is charged for it. Most of the teachers board at the same
tables with the students. Pupils who desire other accommodations
can find such in private families, at prices ranging from $2.50 to
$3.50 per week. Students who hire their own rooms outside of the
College, and who wish to take their meals in the College, will be charg-
ed $2.50 per week.
Fuel and lights are provided by the students. Wood and oil are
for sale at reasonable figures on the College premises. The personal
washing of students must be paid for by the students. Bedding is
washed without extra charge. .
The rooms in the College building are furnished with bed and bed-
ding, stove, table, chairs, washstand, bowl and pitcher, slop pail, mir-
ror and lamp. Unnecessary wear or breakage, either accidental or
intentional, will be charged to the occupant of the rooms in which the
damage occurs, unless the offending parties can be readily ascertained.
Thus, a room furnished with stove, table, chairs, washstand, bowl
and pitcher,slop pail, lamp, mirror, bed and bedding, table board at
same table with teachers, and tuition, will cost for the different terms
as follows:
Fall Term in Advance $35.00 If not in Advance $37.50.
1st Winter Term " 38.50 " " 40.00.
2d " " " 38.50 " " 40.00.
Spring " " 35.00 ." " 37.50.
Carpets furnished, when desired, at $1.00 to $1.50 per term for
each occupant of room.
Students who prefer to* room and board in private families will pay
$8 per term for tuition.
Self-boarding students ma}- board themselves at a cost somewhat
less than above. Rooms may be had in the vicinity of the College
for this purpose.
Employment on Saturdays and at odd hours may often be obtain-
ed. Many students have defrayed one-half their expenses for the
year past in this way.
Students paying board and tuition in advance, and being obliged
to leave before the term for which they have paid has expired, will
be charged at the rate of $4.00 per wdek for the time the}^ have been
in school, and the balance will be refunded in cash; except that no
deduction will be allowed for the last week of each term. Students
entering for less than a term will be chai-ged $3.75 per week.
THE EXPENSE FDR BDDKS
May be largely diminished by renting books from the text book cir-
culating library.
For yearly advance payments liberal deductions will be made.
REASONS WHY YDU DTJG-HT TD CDME TD
FDRTWAYNE CDLLE&E,
1. You ought to have an education. Education pays. It pays
in a money-making point of view. Your fathers have become
wealthy, perhaps, with little education. But the country was new
then. The hinds they bought for a small price have constantly risen
in value and those who once were poor are now rich, simply by the
general development of the country. No such opportunity exists for
you. Competition is sharp and you must go to the work of life with a
mind disciplined by study. Education pays in the honorable positions
it enables you- to occupy. All the Supreme Judges,nearly all the Sena-
tors of the United States and a large majority of the members of the
House of Representatives are educated. A very small proportion of
the citizens of the Uuited States have graduated at college, and yet
out of that small proportion a very large proportion of the men of
rank and station in civil and military life have been chosen. Edu-
cationpays in the satisfaction itgives itspossessor. The educated man
can sing with the poet, ''My mind to me a kingdom is." You can-
not be robbed of the enjoyment which springs from a cultivated,
fruitful mind.
2. Fort Wayne College claims your patronage because
a. The course of instruction is thorough. You are not rushed
over your studies so rapidly that 3-011 cannot understand them. It
is vastly better to learn things thoroughly the first time than to go
over the same ground hurriedly several times. Eveiy teacher of ex-
perience knows this.
b. The classes are small enough to allow each individual that per-
sonal drill and attention which he requires. Each student recites in
each class every day. The importance of this will be appreciated by
those who understand the philosophy of education. Besides, the
timid scholar is not exposed to the embarrassment which large num-
bers would cause. He feels free to ask for further explanations and
knows that he will not be laughed at for doing so.
c. G-ood order is maintained. At schools where no attempt is
made to restrain the disorderly, even well disposed students find
themselves interrupted and anno}"ed by the disorder of others. Be-
sides, many 3-oung persons with good intentions are led astray in such
schools and waste their time and form habits which destroy their
prospects for the future.
d. It is less expensive here than at any other places where the same
accommodations are afforded. The very low grades of board offered
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at some schools are not given here. One dollar per week will not
board a health}7 young man or woman. It will make a card for ad-
vertising, but it will not support life and vigor for study. Students
who feel that they can afford to economize to the extent of reducing
their table expenses to 4§ cents per meal may do so here as well as
elsewhere hj self-boarding. The general mass of students will not
think a meal dear at 8 cents, which is about what is charged here.
c. The city of Fort Wayne offers many advantages which smaller
towns do not. The best lecturers and concert companies extant
visit Fort Wayne. In one winter a student may hear many of the
Avorld's celebrities, and the recollection will be a life-long pleasure.
f. You will be brought to thefront more here than at many schools.
The school being not so large as many, each individual comes to the
surface oftener. Responsibilities and duties in the way of public
speaking and presiding over public meetings fall upon him more fre-
quently, and thus character is developed.
Come to Fort Wayne College for a term or two and you will not
regret it. Kindle your ambition. Decide to be somebody and to do
something. ' The world needs masters and skilled workman. Do not
be content with obscurity and inefficiency when the capabilities of
usefulness and distinction are within you, only waiting for education
to wake them into activity.
CflLENDHR FOR 1882-3,
Following is the calendar for the current year:
1882.
August 2Q.—Fall Term begins.
November j.—Fall Term ends. Ten weeks.
November y.—First Winter Term begins.
December 22 to January 2.—Holiday Vacation.
1883.
January 26.—First Winter Terai ends. Eleven weeks.
January jo.—Second Winter Term begins.
April 13.—Second Winter Term ends. Eleven weeks.
April ij.—Spring Term begins.
June 22.- -Spring Term ends. Ten weeks.
June 21.—Annual Commencement.
Jnne 21.—Meeting of Joint Board.
August 28,—Fall Term beoins.
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The Largest and Best Assortment of
READY MADE CLOTHING
—FOR
—
MEN, YOUTHS, BOYS, AND CHILDREN,
In Northern Indiana, can be found at the
MlOTIOliOflllilQOIS
—OF
OWEN, PIXLEY & CO.
CUSTOM DEPARTMENT.
We are now prepared to
**£ SUITS TO OBDER 1
And at prices a little above the Ready Made.
Large line of goods for Uniforms at low figures.
When in Fort Wayne, please call and inspect goods
and prices.
OWEN, PIXLEY & CO.,
15 & 17 Court St., and 58 & 60 Clinton St.,
FORT "Wr-A.-5T3NTES ? XNIDXACTA.
RETAIL BRANCH STOKES
Indianapolis, Indiana. Bloomington , Illinois.
Terre Haute, Indiana. Danville, Illinois.
Greencastle, Indiana. Lockport, New York.
LaFayette, Indiana.
FACTORY, UTICA, NEW YORK.
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JOHN M. MILLER,
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN
\lf
L
HUSK I HMIE MMTTRESSES,
LOOKING-GLASSPLA TES.Etc
50 & 52 EAST MAIN ST.,
foet im*M>i?mm* ixroxjkH'A.
ESTABLISHED 1870.
L. O.TfULL,
-MALEIt IXWAU P1PI1
Window Curtains, Room Mouldings.
Oils, Varnishes, Window Glass, Putty, Artists'
Materials, Etc.,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
HOUSE AND SIGN POINTING.
Graining, Paper Hanging, Calcimining, etc.,
90 CALHOUN ST.,
FORT WAYNE, - 1MB.
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NEW YORK STORE. ESTABLISHED 1800.
1111131,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
-AND—
46' <£ 48 CALHOUN STREET,
L. B. Root, 56 Worth St., N. Y.
E. C. RuBODE, ) JO Tiff
'
/ad.
SISMOX cfc BHO-,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
OVuf .
Blank Books, Cap, Letter and Note Paper,
WALL PAPER AND WINDOW SHADES.
50 Calhoun St., (Opposite Court House,) FORT WAYNE, IND.
School Books of all kinds at Publishers' Prices.
. & CO.,
HP
rr
2a*?*'
^i
NO. 2 KEYSTONE BLOCK.
FINE TOILET ARTICLES AND PERFUMERIES,
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Tie Medical College of Fort Wayne,
S, V, CORNER BROADWAY AND WASHINGTON SIS,
(Recognized by the U. S. Bureau of Education, Mar. 31, '81.)
The Seventh Regular Term of the Medical College of Port Wayne will
begin on the 10th day of October, 1882, and will continue twenty weeks.
FACULTY.
BENJAMIN S. WOODWORTH, M. D.,
Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics.
.FREDERIC S. C. GRAYSTON, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology.
WILLIAM H. MYERS, M. D.,
Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
HUGH D. WOOD, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Surgery, Gynecology and Clinical Surgery.
JOSEPH LORAIN GILBERT, M. D.,
Professor of Theory and Practice of Medicine.
MARCUS F. CRAIN, M. D..
Professor of Physiology.
MILES P. PORTER, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy, Descriptive and Surgical, and Clinical Medicine.
HIRAM YON SWERINGEN, M. D.,
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
THOMAS JEFFERSON DILLS, M. J).,
Professor of Diseases of the Eye and Ear, and Clinical Ophthalm.ology.
ALPHEUS P. BUCHMAN, M. I).,
Professor of Obstetrics.
C. M. FISER, M. D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
RTJFT7S F. BLOUNT, M. D..
Professor of Diseases of Children.
A. J. SMITH, M. D.,
Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence and. Practice of Medicine.
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ED. R. MORRIS, M. D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy
.
ASSISTANTS,
J. W. WORDEN,
Prosector to the Chair of Anatomy.
HERSCHEL S. MYERS, M. D..
Assistant to the Chair of Surgery.
FFICERS DF THE FACULTY,'
H. D. WOOD, A. M., M. O., Dean, Angola, Indiana.
M. F. PORTER, A. M., M. D., Secretary, Fort Wayne, Ind.
H. V. SWERINGEN, M. D., Registar and Corresponding Secretary,
Fort WTayne, Indiana.
The Medical College of Fort Wayne is governed entirely by the rules
and regulations of the American Medical Association, in its requirements
for graduation.
Its course of instruction will, as heretofore, include Lectures, Clinics.
Recitations, Quizzes and Practical Demonstrations.
The Fees nf this CoIIe^e arE as Fallows i
Marticulation Ticket % 5 00
Professor's ". 40 00
Professor's " (Single,) 5 00
Demonstrator's Ticket... S 5 00
Hospital Ticket 5 00
Graduation Fee 25 00
For further particulars, address,
M. F. PORTER, M. D.,
or, H, V. SWERINGEN, M. D.
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BOOTS AWD SHOES.
7 Calhoun Street, - FORT WAY
Offer at very Low Prices, an
Ex:cellent -A.jssio:ftzxi.o:ELt
-OF THE
—
mEBT QUALITY MB LATEST STYLES.
k
CO TO
33—
WEST COLUMBIA ST., FORT WAYNE, IND.
AND SEE THE LARGEST
STOCK 03F* GROCERIES
WEST ©IF ZtTETTT" "!TO£5.ir_
"TROY" STEAM LAUNDRY,
F. L. JONES & CO., Prop'rs,
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
OFFICE AND WORKS
—AT—
2>TO. SO PEAEL ST^ZEET.
.
CENTRAL OFFICE AT
s,
"W. A. FISK, Aa-ent at College.
lr|
W WEST BERRY ST.,
FORT WAYNE, - INDIANA.
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.
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Grocery and Provision House
240 Calhoun Street, Near South Depot.
OUR MOTTO, The Best of Everything Lower Than Anywhere.
The only great Headquarters for
FBUTTS* 1T£@£T^B£.£S,
For everything desirable go to
CUMPPER'S ONLY GREAT
i «Pi
ESTABLISHED 1879.
SAM'L CHASKA & CO.,
72 Calhoun Street,
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA,
Display a line line of
LADIES' k GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,
AT POPULAR PRICES.
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FORT WAYNE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE.
BOARD DF TRUSTEES,
MONTGOMERY HAMILTON, Esq. AUGUST C. TRENTMAN, Esq.
HENRY MONNING, Esq. CHARLES McCULLOCH, Esq.
HON. ROBERT C. BELL, L. L. B.
CHARLES McCULLOCH, Esq., President.
AUGUST C. TRENTMAN,Esq., Secretary.
FACULTY,
WILLIAM H. GOBRECHT, M. D., Dean,
Professor of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, and of Clinical Genito-
urinary Surgery.
CHRISTIAN B. STEMEN, M. D., Secretary,
Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
JAMES S. GREGG, M. D., Treasurer,
Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
I. ELLIS LYONS, M. D.,
Professor of Obstetrics.
GEORGE W. McCASKEY, Ph. B., M. D.,
Professor of Theory and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
KENT K. WHEELOCK, M, D.,
Professor of Physiology and Clinical Medicine.
CHARLES R. DRYER, M. D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology,
R. W. THRIFT, M. D.,
Professor of Puerperal Diseases and Diseases of Children.
DANIEL W. PINNIMORE, M. D.,
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
F. W. ENTRIKIN, M. D.,
Professor of Diseases of Women.
NORMAN TEAL, M. D.,
Professor of Orthopasdic Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
WILLIAM SCOTT, M. D.,
Professor of the Diseases of the Throat and Respiratory Organs
J. H. KELLOGG, M. D.,
Professor of Sanitary Science and Hygiene.
Hon. Joseph K. Edgerton, Esq.,
Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence.
J. T. Woods, M. D.,
Lecturer on General Fractures.
J. Wesley Cartwright, M. D.,
Assistant in the Chemical Laboratory.
James V. Lewis, M. D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy.
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HDARD DF CENSDRS,
It having been thought advsiable by the Faculty to elect a Board of Cen-
sors, composed of leading medical gentlemen residing at different jioints
throughout the State of Indiana, and North western Ohio, whose duty will be
to assist in the final examination, and satisfy themselves of its purity and
completeness before the candidates are recommended to the Board of Trustees
for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, the following physicians have been se-
lected and all have consented to serve on said Board.
W. H. Bell, M. D., Logansport, Ind.
L. G. Thacker, M. D., Defiance, 0.
C. B. Higgins, M. D., Peru, Ind.
T. B. Williams, M. D., Angola, Ind.
Alex J. Mullen, Jr., M. D.,Michigan
City, Ind.
Wm. Lomax, M. D., Marion, Ind.
J. M. Stutsman, M D.,Van Wert, 0.
W. H. Harper, M. D., Lima, O.
C. M. Godfrey, M. D., Ottawa, 0.
James M. Waddick, M. D„ Toledo, 0,
A. H. Shaffer, M. D., Huntington.
Ind.
E. B. Harrison, M. D., Napoleon, O.
Wilson Hobbs, M. D., Knightstown,
Ind.
M. V. B. Newcomer, M. D., Tipton,
Ind.
J. McLean Moulder, M. D., Kokomo,
Ind.
John W. Hays, M. D., Albion, Ind.
James N. Chamberlain, M. D., Wa-
terloo, Ind
E. G. White, M. D., LaGrange, Ind.
K. E. Jones, M. D., Gomer, O.
D. H. Brinkerhoff.M. D.,Eremont,0.
The regular Session will begin on Tuesday, September 12th, 1882 and
will continue until March 1st, 1883. Students should arrange to get here
early in the Session, so as to have the benefit of the entire course, as some of
the most important Lectures, both Clinical and Didactic, are given in the
earlv part of the Session.
FEES,
General Ticket $40 00 Matriculation Ticket $ 5 00
Demonstrators (practical anat-
Hospital Ticket 5 00
omy) 5 00 r
Chemical Laboratory 5 00 Graduation Fee 25 00
The Faculty desires to call special attention to the fact that female stu-
dents are admitted to the same privileges and advantages in every respect
that male students are.
This College has the distinguished Professor of Anatom}-,W. H. Gobrecht,
M. D., as a member of its Faculty, who is one among the ablest teachers in
this department that this country has, and his Clinical Lectures on Genito-
urinary diseases will amply pay any student or practitioner of medicine
for the entire course.
The Faculty is composed of gentlemen of high standing in the profession
and of undoubted ability in their several departments, several new members
having been added for the present Session.
C. B. STEMEN, Secretary,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
GOLDEN & MONAHAN,
HEADQUARTERS FOR
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS
No. 68 Calhoun Street, FORT WAYNE, IND.
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CINCINNATI. INDIANAPOLIS. LOUISVILLE.
Steinway & Sons' and Decker Eros'
STAND AT THE HEAD.
These with many other Pianos of Standard Makes Eented until Eents pay
for them.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
15 West Main Street, - - FORT WAYNE, IND.
O. S. GILBERT, Manager.
Clothing made to measure by Wanamaker & Brown, Phila-
delphia. Largest Clothing House in America. Twenty-five per
cent, cheaper than can be done in Indiana. Warranted to fit or
money refunded. Orders taken for all kinds of ready made goods
at a saving to purchasers. Profits are made b}^ the importation of
all their goods and the control of several American manufactories.
Call and examine my samples.
W- C. SHOAFF, Agent.
No. 5 East Wayne St., FORT WAYNE, IND.
TEXT BOOKS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
Books^tationeryiSlateSjStudent'sTablets,
And everything needed by Students found at
KEIL BHOS.„
No. 3 Keystone Block, - - - Calhoun Street,
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
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